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ABSTRACT 
A class of Random Orlicz lattices is defined, whose elements can be viewed as “abstract L&L,) 
spaces”. This is used to give a description of ultrapowers of mixed norm spaces E(L,) (where E 
is a Banach lattice and L, an Orlicz space), extending results of Dacunha-Castelle and Krivine. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We are concerned in this paper with abstract classes of Banach lattices related 
to certain standard classes of classical concrete function spaces. The oldest and 
simplest example is the class of abstract L, spaces, i.e., of Banach lattices L 
such that: 
X,YEL IXIAl_Y =o * IIx+YIIp = IIW+ llYllP 
Such spaces can be represented by (i.e. are isometrically order-isomorphic to) 
usual Lebesgue spaces Lp(Q, A, p) for a suitable measure space, as was proved 
by S. Kakutani [Ka] (see also [LT], th. l.b.2 or [L]). 
Another example is Orlicz lattices, i.e., Banach lattices equipped with a con- 
vex disjointly additive modular @ (see [M] or [WI). Under convenient continui- 
ty assumptions on @ an Orlicz lattice is (isometrically) lattice isomorphic to a 
Musielak-Orlicz function space; this kind of representation theorem was in- 
itiated by Nakano [N]. See also [M] and [W] for the non-convex case. Thus 
Orlicz lattices may be considered as “abstract (Musielak)-Orlicz spaces”. 
An application of (and our main motivation for) establishing such represen- 
tation results is to identify ultrapowers (or ultraproducts) of concrete function 
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spaces. Recall that given a family of Banach spaces (Ei)iE,, and an ultrafilter 
% on the set of indices I, the ultraproduct fli,, Ej/% is defined as the quo- 
tient space (0 Ei),/Jv4, where (0 Ei)_, is the space of norm bounded families 
in nit, Ej and J& is the subspace 
Jv, = {(x;)i,,~(@E;)J,i~ llx;ll~=o). 
If the Ei coincide with the same space E, this gives the ultrapower E’/GY. 
These objects were introduced in Banach Space Theory by Dacunha-Castelle 
and Krivine [DCK], inspired by Model Theory, and are closely related to the 
theory of finite representability of Banach space. We refer to [H] for a more 
recent survey on this topic. 
It turns out that the previously introduced classes of abstract L, spaces 
(I?< 03) and of Orlicz lattices (when the modular satisfies a “d2” condition) 
are stable by ultrapowers (and ultraproducts); so the representation theorems 
allow to obtain a representation of ultrapowers of such Lp spaces as L, spaces, 
and of ultrapowers of Orlicz spaces as Musielak-Orlicz spaces (see [DCK], 
[DC], WI). 
A similar approach was used in [LR] to obtain a representation theorem for 
ultrapowers of Lebesgue-Bochner Lp(Lq) spaces. One is led to introduce 
“abstract Lp(Lq) spaces” (“random AL, spaces over L,,” in the terminology 
of [HLR]) and to show a representation theorem for such a space as a band in 
a concrete Lp(Lq) space (this band being the whole function space in “good” 
cases). 
Here we define similarly a class of “abstract Lp(Lv) spaces”, or more 
generally of “abstract E(L,) spaces”, where E is some given Kothe function 
space ($2). The main result is then that ultrapowers (or ultraproducts) of the space 
E(L,) can be represented as bands in “direct integrals” {fb L,(@) CT@(~), 
where (W&Z E _o) is a measurable family of Musielak-Orlicz functions (defined 
on S? x d’x R) and Z? = E’/% is represented as a K&he function spaces over 
the measure space (a,dT,@ ($4). This can be viewed as an extension of the 
results of [LR], [LR2]. More generally, the ultrapowers E(X)‘/% where E is 
now a modulared space, can be viewed (as is shown in $3) as members of the 
class of “randomly modulared spaces”, and we indicate very briefly in $5 how 
this can be used to give a representation of these ultrapowers as direct integrals. 
However these last results are a slight refinement of similar ones in [HLR], and 
we do not provide those proofs which consist more or less in rewriting of [HLR]. 
SOME STANDARD DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
a. Measure spaces 
Recall that a measure space (Q&p) is said to be “decomposable” if there 
is a partition of D in &-measurable a-finite (for p) subsets Q,, and if the 
J-measurable sets are exactly those subsets of Q whose trace on each Q2, is &- 
measurable. In the following we consider only decomposable measure spaces. 
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We shall use the notation ,_P$ for the quotient algebra of the p-completion of 
.&, modulo null sets. G$ is equipped with the quotient measure (again denoted 
by p), and (&$ p) is a complete measure algebra. The measure space (Q,.JG?, p) 
is said to be homogeneous if for all o-finite subsets A, B E&, the spaces 
L,(A,,u 1 A) and L,(B, ,D 1 B) are isometric (this is in fact a property of the 
Boolean algebra dP, see [L]). 
We denote by L,(Q, A!, ,a) the set of p-measurable functions Q -+ IR equipped 
with the topology of local convergence in measure (i.e. convergence in measure 
on every pa-finite subset). L, is as usual equipped with a metric de when fl is 
o-finite (e.g. d,(f,g)=ee(f-g) where @e(f)=S jfl/(l+ IfI)&, for some 
finite measure v equivalent to ,u); in the general case it is equipped with a set 
of pseudometrics dA, where A runs through the family of p-finite subsets (or 
simply a partition of Q in p-finite subsets) e.g.: 
d/,(J;g) = eA(f-g) = S 
If-S 
A l+lf-gl 
dp. 
b. Modular spaces and Musielak-Orlicz spaces 
Modulared spaces were introduced by H. Nakano ([N], [N2]) in the convex 
case (see [MO] for the general case). Recall that a convex modular on a vector 
space X is a map Q: X+ F+ such that: 
(Ml): e(x)=0 @ x=0 (M2): e(x) = e(-x) 
(M3): if a, 7 1 then @(a,x)-+@(x) (CM): ,Q is convex. 
We suppose moreover that: (M4): VXE X, ?I1t>0, e(tx)< 03. In this case X 
may be equipped with the norm: /IxI/ = inf(l3 > O/&x/A) 5 l}. 
As usual we say that Q verifies a d, condition if there exists some y such that 
Q(~x)~~Q(x) for every XE X. Then (M4) reads VXEX, Q(X)< m, and (M3) is 
a consequence of the other axioms. 
Of special interest are Orlicz lattices ([CZ]), i.e. vector lattices equipped with 
a modular which is compatible with the order structure (1x1 I I yl = Q(X) s&y)) 
and disjointly (or “orthogonal”) additive (x I y = ~(x+y) =Q(x) + Q(Y)). 
Such spaces are (under an ad hoc continuity assumption on Q) isomorphic to 
Musielak-Orlicz function spaces (generalized Orlicz spaces in the terminology 
of [MI), i.e. spaces with a modular given by: Q(f) = 5, cp(l f(o)l, co) dp(o), 
where p: IR, xf22-t R, (or E+) is measurable and Orlicz with respect to the 
first variable (“Musielak-0rlicz function”): see [CZ], [KW], [WI. We refer to 
[WI, [M] for basic facts on Orlicz lattices and Musielak-Orlicz spaces. 
c. Mixed norm spaces 
Let (Q,&,,u) be a measure space and X a Banach space. We define first 
Lo(X) as the space of X-valued locally Bochner measurable functions defined 
on Q (i.e. which are on each o-finite set a limit p-a.e. of simple measurable 
X-valued functions). If f belongs to L,(X), we denote by N(f) the map 
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Q-m+, a- IIf(o)llE: this N(f) is an element of Le. The space Lo(X) is 
equipped with the set of pseudometrics dA, indexed by the p-finite subsets A, 
and defined by: 
6 (f, g) = @A (Mf- g)) 
(resp. the metric d,: d,,(f, g) =&(N(_t-g)) when p is a-finite). The correspon- 
ding topology is called hereafter the NL,-topology. 
Now let E be a Banach lattice of (scalar) measurable functions. We suppose 
moreover that E is an order ideal of L&2,~2,~) (i.e., feL,, geE, 
IfI I lgl afeE), that indicator functions of integrable sets belong to E. (This 
is in particular the case when E is a K&he function space over (SZ,AZ,~), see 
[LT], 1. b. 17 for a definition when ,D is a-finite, [HLR] in the general case). 
There are (at least) three reasonable X-vectorial extensions of E, namely: 
i. (LO(X))E, the (closed) subspace of Lo(X) whose elements fare such that 
the function N(f): Q -+ IR,, o - N(f)(o) := I]f(o)Ilx belongs to E, equipped 
with the norm llfll = llN(_& f or which it becomes a Banach space. 
ii. E(X), the closure in (L,,(X)), of the algebraic tensor product E @ X 
(whose elements f have the form f (co) = I:=, J(a) . xi, where J E E and Xi EX, 
i=l , . . ..n). 
iii. c$?(X)~, the closure in (L,(X)), of the subspace of simple X-valued 
functions (i.e., having the form C:=, OAi. Xi). 
The last two objects coincide if the space E of simple (scalar) functions is 
dense in E and the three when E is order continuous. Note that E(X) is dense 
in Lo(X). 
The space E(X) does not depend, up to isomorphism, on the representation 
of the Banach lattice as a function space, and in fact an intrinsic definition can 
be given, for a general Banach lattice, using Krivine’s functional calculus ([LT], 
1. d. 1) to define directly IlEE, J @Xi/x as an element of E. 
These definitions could also be given in the quasi-Banach case but in fact we 
shall remain here in the convex case, except from considering spaces of the 
type L,(X), for practical purposes (they are the natural ambient space for the 
spaces E(X) for various E) and to maintain coherence with the reference 
[HLR]. 
d . Ultrapo wers 
If (Xi)ielE Z,(Z; E) is a bounded E-valued family, we denote by (Xi)yeI the 
element of the ultrapower E’/42 represented by this family. We use generally 
the symbol _ for elements of (or relative to) the ultrapower. 
2. RANDOM ORLICZ LATTICES 
We extend here the familiar notions of modulared space and of Orlicz lattice 
to the mixed norm setting, and give a representation theorem. 
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a. Randomly modulared spaces 
Let X be a linear space equipped with a structure of L’(Q,&, p)-module. By 
“random modular” on g we mean a functional @: g”-t L~(Q,&, p; f?,) such 
that: 
(RMl) @(x)=O~x=0 
(RM2) @J(X) = @(-x) 
(RM3) For each A E&, @(UA. x) =ll, . Q(x) 
(RM4) For each XE Z, and each non-decreasing sequence (@,), in Li with 
@, /* 1 EL:, @(@, ox) converges to Q(x) in L,+. 
@ is convex iff: 
(CRM) For each a,PrO with a+p=l, @(ax+py)~a@(x)+P@(y). 
When equipped with @, we call Za “randomly modulared space”. Note that 
(RM3), (RM4) and (CRM) imply the following extended convexity property: 
(ECP) Vx,yeK, Vqb,t,u~L~ with @+w= 1, 
@(@*x+w* y) I @. G(x)+ lJ/* G(y). 
For, this is clear, using (RM3) and (CRM), when @ and w take only finitely 
many values; this implies in particular that IIqllrn~ 1 implies @(@ - X)I 
ll@ll~ W) when @ is simple, hence (using RM4) when 0 E LL, and (using RM3) 
when @EL,. If @, V/E LL when @ + y = 1, we approximate them by simple 
functions: 
@&+P 
LCO 
wn - w n-03 
with I&EL:, J+Y,,cLL, &+~/n=l. Then for any O<@<l: 
@[e(@J.x+w*Y)l = ~[e(~-~~).x+e(W-Wn).Y+e(~,.x+w,.Y)l 
1-e 
<---CD - 
2 [ 
$ (@ - G,) * x] 
1-e 
-@ 
+ 2 I 
$(w-&)*Y +e@l@,.x+w,=Yl 1 
~eII~-&IIIca @w+eIlw-wnll, Q(Y) 
+e@[@,.x+w,*Yl T @(GO @(x)+v/. Q(Y)) 
(using twice the convexity of @, the last inequality being true as soon as 
II~-~,~I~vI~w-w,~~~I(~-~)/~Q). Then letting ~71, and using (RM4) we 
obtain (ECP). 
To an element x of X we assign the “random norm” N(x) defined by: 
@EL:(Q), and @(@.x)11, . 
where the infimum is taken in the Dedekind complete lattice L,(Q, ._sZ, p; ii?). 
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We shall suppose that: 
(RMS) For each x belonging to E, N(x) is in Li(Q; IR). 
This means that for every x in .% there exists @ in LL, c+b >O p-a.e., such that 
@(@.X)IU,. 
N is a “random norm” in the sense of [LR] or [HLR], which means that it 
verifies the following axioms: 
(Nl) N(x)=Oox=O 
(N2) N(@.x)=/@I.N(x)VXEX, VQEL, 
(N3) N(x + y) I N(x) + N(y) Vx, y E .CX 
(The simplest example is of course S?J= L,(X), where (X, Q) is a modulared 
space. The random modular @ on .% is simply defined by @(x)(w) = @(X(W)), 
and the associated random norm is N(X)(U) = I]x(o)]l.) 
.?X is equipped with the topology of local convergence in measure of the ran- 
dom norm, i.e. x, +x iff N(x-x,) + 0 in measure on p-integrable subsets. 
This topology, which we refer to as the “NLo topology”, is given by a set of 
pseudometrics: 
d/4 (4 Y) = II Ntx-Y) 1 +W-Y) I/ L,(A,~o’ 
A being a ,u-integrable subset. 
Z is called complete if it is complete for this uniform structure. The follow- 
ing remark is useful: if Xis complete, it is “orthogonally complete with respect 
to the action of &“, in the sense that, given a family (x,), of elements of g 
with disjoint N(x,), the sum C, x, converges (in NL, sense) in &‘. Thus to 
give a concrete representation of .% it is sufficient to work with pieces of the 
form II, . E, A being a ,u finite subset. 
Finally we say that (X, @) satisfies a “local A2 condition” if there exists a 
function y in Lo such that @(2x)1 y - Q(x) for every x in 9Z In this case 
@p(x) is in L~(!S; IR) for every x in &+, and N(x) is characterized by the equality: 
~(~(,(,,.o}.(l/N(x)).x)=~,. Note also that the axiom (RM4) is implied by 
(local) A,, (ECP) and the other (RM) axioms. 
b. Norm resolutions 
Now if E is a K&he function space over (Q, d, p) we set: XE = 
(x E X/N(x) E E} and J/x/J KE = IIN(x)II,, f or any x E E. EE is then no more a 
Lo-module, but a L,-module and II . IIKE a norm on $?XE. CTE is a “randomly 
normed space (r.n.s.) over E”, and N a “norm resolution” of the norm of 
eE, in the terminology of [LR] or [HLR]. Conversely, starting from a 
L,-module X equipped with a random modular @, whose associated norm is 
E-valued, we construct a randomly modulared space go by taking the 
NL,-completion of X, extending by continuity the action of L, on X to an 
action of Lo on go; all XE Z. can then be written as x= C, x,, where the x, 
are in X and the N(x,J are disjoint. This allows to extend the random modular 
@ to the whole of Ko, by setting G(x) = C, @(x,). If E is order-continuous, 
then (Zo)E =X. This remark will be useful in $3 and $4. 
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For example, if Z=L,(X), then LZ& = (L,(X)), (=E(X) if E is order- 
continuous) and (L%?~)~ =L,(X). 
c. Random Orlicz lattices 
We say that a complete randomly modulared space (Z, @) is a random Orlicz 
lattice iff it is equipped with a vector lattice structure which is compatible with 
@, i.e.: 
(ML) 1x1~ IYI * @(x)5 Q(Y) 
and if moreover @ is disjointly additive, i.e.: 
(DA) 1x1 A I y/=0 * @(x+y) = Q(x) + Q(y). 
EXAMPLES 
i. The most common example or random Orlicz lattice is the space L&L,) 
of Bochner locally measurable functions with values in the space L,(LY,J~‘, p’). 
In this case, for any f l L&5,) (which we consider as a measurable function of 
two variables o,w’), we set: 
@(f)(a) = S cp(lf(w 4) &‘(W 
0’ 
and clearly the random norm is simply given by: N(f)(o) = ll fwljL, where f, is 
the partial function w’ ++ f(co, co'). 
ii. We can also consider the space L&L,) of ,U 0~’ measurable function f 
such that for p-a.e. w E 52, the partial function f,: co'- f(o, co') belongs to 
L&U. 
In this case the map o - II f,l& is measurable, as: 
and clearly each set EQ = {o: j p(l f( co, co' l/e) dp(w’) I 1) is measurable. It is 
then clear that N(f)(co)=llf,l[,. 
In the case where cp does not verify the d2 condition, the space L,,(L,) is 
strictly larger than L,(L,). For, in this case, L, contains isomorphically 1, on 
disjoint vectors u,, n 2 1. Then for every sequence (a,), in L,(Q), the function 
f= Cr=, (Y,u,, is in L,,(L,), but in general not in LO(LP) (e.g. if Q={O, l}“, 
equipped with the usual Haar measure, and a,(~) = 1 if n E o, = 0 if n $ o, note 
that for every set A c f2 of positive measure, the set of values {f,: w EA} is 
non-separable in L,, hence f is not Bochner measurable). 
iii. We can replace in the preceding example the Orlicz function v, by a 
Musielak-Orlicz function IJK IR, x D x Q’ - R, and consider the space L!&+, of 
measurable functions f: Q x Q’- IR such that f, E Lqw (for p-a.e. cc) E Q), 
where f,,p, are the partial functions associated to f, p. We will denote the 
space LS.& by S,” L,JQ’,.A’, ,u’) d,u(w), and call it a “direct integral” of the 
Musielak-Orlicz spaces L,_. In this case the random modular is 
@(f)(o) = S v(lf(w~')l,aW&'(d) 52' 473 
and the random norm is defined by: N(f)(o) = IlfwllP, (where now 11. Ilv, 
denotes the norm in the Musielak-Orlicz space associated to the partial 
Musielak-Orlicz function p(. , co, . )). 
iv. We can also similarly define the direct integral j,” LLU(Q’,d’, P’) C&(W), 
where now LiU is the subspace of LqW whose elements have finite modulars as 
well as their homothets (Qm(A. x) < 00, VA E fR and XE L$J. 
Note that &i, := j,” LiJQ’,d’, p’) d,u(o) is also the completion in X0,, of 
the space of simple d@ ,Z measurable functions (of the form Ci,j II,, 0 II,,, 
Ai E.JJZ, Sj ~2). To see this point, recall that the spaces LiW are order-con- 
tinuous as Banach lattices; this implies that SY.& is order continuous as ran- 
dom Banach lattice, i.e. for every directed set (fa)crL 0 in S?$,, one has 
N(f,)LO in L, (for, we have jv(lf,( 0, o’)l, w, 0’) &(a’) L 0, for ,u a.e. w, 
hence @(f,) L 0 (in Ll), and more generally @(w-f,) L 0 for every JJ E LL, 
which implies N(f,) L 0). By standard reasoning we deduce a Lebesgue theorem 
in &ZX&, i.e. if f, zfp@p’-a.e. with Ifnlsge&?C&,, thenN(f,-f)aO. 
If f E .c!$& is a bounded function of (w, 0’) and is supported by a ,U 0~ finite 
set A x A’, there is a sequence of A xA' supported simple functions 
f, = ci,, ~;;$%s:“% having the same uniform bound as f, and converging to 
f, ,u @,u’a.e., hence in XiP. A general g>O in .9& is a 1.u.b. of a sequence of 
such bounded, ,U @ ,u’ finitely supported elements of X&, . 
W&O is thus a direct integral in the sense of [HLR], 6.1, at the difference in 
general of the preceding one in example (iii), which can differ when the vU do 
not satisfy a local A2 condition). 
d. A Representation Theorem for Random Orlicz lattices 
We will give here a representation theorem which shows that Example (iii) 
above is roughly speaking generic. Before that we recall a measure theoretic 
result which is a consequence of D. Maharam’s Decomposition Theorem [Mah] 
(see also [HLR], $2.2 for a detailed proof). 
Theorem A. Let (Sz, d, p) and (S, 2, v) be two decomposable measure spaces, 
and n: L,(Q,&, p) - L,(S,Z, v) be a unital, ordercontinuous algebra (into) 
isomorphism. 
There exists a decomposable measure space (l2’,~J’,p’) and an isometric 
lattice homomorphism Ufrom L,(S,Z,v) onto a band in L,(QxQ’, do&“, 
p 0~‘) and satisfying: 
U((V).f) = V* Uf(VfeL,(v), Vy,EL,(!u)). 
Moreover suppose that for every o-finitesets A, B in .x& there are algebra isomor- 
phisms ~A,B: L,(A,PIA)cL~(B,P(IB) and &A,B: L,(~A,vI,)-L,(~~B,vI.B) 
such that 6AA,B~n=7cooA,B. Then the preceding lattice homomorphism U can 
be supposed to be onto. 
Finally we give the following definition. 
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Definition. 1. (X @) has the o-Levi property iff for every positive non- 
decreasing sequence (x,,) in X, which is topologically bounded, the 1.~. b. 
x = v, x, exists in X. 
2. We say that @ has the Fatou property (resp. complete Fatou property) iff 
for each non-decreasing positive”sequence (resp. net) (x,,) in X such that 
x=V,, x,, exists in X, we have: Q(x) =V, @(x,,). 
Now we state the Representation Theorem, with slightly more general hypo- 
theses than will be necessary in its application ($4). 
Theorem 1. a. Let (X, @) be a random Orlicz lattice (over (Q,&,p)) with 
o-Levi property and Fatou modular. There exists a measure space (S,.Z, v), a 
Musielak-Orlicz function v: IR x Q x S - @+ and a lattice isomorphism from 
X onto a band in a direct integral 1,” L,_(S,& v) du(o). Moreover this iso- 
morphism preserves the L,-module structure as well as the random modulars 
(“R.M.S. isomorphism”), hence a fortiori the random norms. 
b. Suppose now that (X, @) is a random Orlicz lattice with a.e. finite random 
modular @ (i.e. @ takes values in LA(Q,.&,u; IR)). Then (X,@) is isomorphic 
(as R.M.S.) to a band in a direct integral j,” LiU(S,Z,v)dn(w). Here cp takes 
only finite values. 
c. If moreover for any A, B in GCJ with finite u-measure, II, X and llB X are 
lattice isomorphic as randomly normed spaces, the R.M.S. isomorphisms in a 
or b above may be supposed to be onto the whole direct integrals. 
Proof. 1. First we associate to X, in both situations a and b, certain Orlicz lat- 
tices, to which known representation results apply, and which are NL, dense, 
as well as order dense, in X. 
Define on X a (scalar) modular 6 by: 6(x) = j, @(x)(w) dp(o), and set: 
X= {xe X/Bt >0, $(tx)< m}. (X, 6) is now a convex Orlicz lattice. For each 
XCZX there exists by (RMS) a I,YEL~, y>O fi-a.e., such that @(v/.x)~ll,. 
Decomposing Q in a partition (A,) of p-integrable subsets for which a, := 
Ess infAR I+v>O, we have that 6(a,.II,,.x)Ip(A,)<m, i.e. x, :=DAC.x belongs 
to X. As x= 1 x, we see that X is order- and NL,-dense in X. 
a) If X has a-Levi property, so has X. For if x,, 1 with supn @tx,) < m, then 
j su~n @@x,)(o) G(o)< m, hence p-a.e. sup, @(tx,)(o) < 03, which implies 
that x=V” x,, exists in X, and clearly @(tx) =V, @(tx,,)<co (by the Fatou 
property of @). In this case (X, 8) is isomodularly lattice isomorphic to a 
Musielak-Orlicz space L,(T, %,I), with $ isomorphic to P(X), the projection 
band algebra of X (see [WI, th. 5.1). Here o, is allowed to take infinite values. 
b) If @ is a.e. finite, we set X0 = {x~X/@(tx) E L,, Vt >O>, and equip X0 
with the modular 6 of the a) above. This modular is everywhere finite. Note 
that the Orlicz lattice X,, is complete as normed space: this is a simple con- 
sequence of the fact that, by definition, a random Orlicz lattice is NLO-com- 
plete. Then (Xc, 8) is isomodular to LL(T, g A), with & =P(X,) by the 
Kranz-Wnuk representation theorem ([KW], th. 3.1) (see also [HLR], th. 3.17). 
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Moreover Xe is NL, and order dense in X, hence in .?K For, if XE PZ with 
@p(x) EL,, there exist YE X, and cy EL; such that x= v/a y. To see that, we set 
A 1 = Supp G(x); A2 = { w/@(~x)(o) > K, @(x)(o)}, where K1 is chosen such 
that j,, G(x) do<+ j,, @p(x) d,; . . . A, = {o/@(nx)(cu) >K,_ I @(x)(o)} such 
that JA,, Q(x) dp<+ j,,_, Q(x) dp; . . . and set B, = U,,, A, (hence jB, o(x) dp< 
2-“+’ j,, @(x)dp) and finally: Y=C~Q~,,~,+, . (x/n). Then @(ny)l@(Ils;x)+ 
~(U,,,B,.nx)lK,~,~(x)~L,. Setting w=C, ~zU,~,~,+, we have x=rc/.y. 
We shall use the fact that in Z, @ has the complete Fatou property. To see 
that, note that the scalar modular 5 has this property (as X, is nothing else as 
a Li space). Now if (x,) is an upward directed set in L!& having a 1.u.b. x in 
Z, to prove that @(x,) converges to Q(x) in Lo, it is sufficient to reason in the 
case where XEX, (decomposing x in &orthogonal components belonging to 
X,, by the preceding). But then J @(x,) /* 1 @p(x) implies @(x,) -+ G(x) in L1. 
2. It remains now to come back from the space X (resp. X,) to the space 9?J, 
and to see what is the corresponding transformation to perform on the repre- 
senting spaces L,(T, K 2) (resp. Li(T, K A)). 
Note that X (resp. X,) has a structure of L,(Q,&, p)-module inherited from 
that of 9K For each A EJ, x y UA. x is a band projection of X (resp. X,), 
which identifies with a band projection of L,(T, .!5? A) (resp. Li(T, q A)), i.e. to 
a map f H &t) . f, where Z(A) E 5 The map n: &!-+ JY is a Boole algebra 
homomorphism; it is order-continuous, i.e. for any directed set (A,), in d 
such that A, A, = 0 (as element of &‘J one has A, rc(A,) = 0 (as element of 
gA). For, we have /\, $(O,ex)=O for each XEX (resp. X,) such that l\xll< 1; 
hence A, SniA,) cp(lg(t)l,t)dt=O for each geL,(T,ZA) (resp. Li(T,XA) with 
I/g/( < 1: this implies A, n(A,)= 0. Note also that n(Q) = T and that x(A)=0 
(12 a.e.) 3 A = 0 (p a.e.), that is n is an into isomorphism. It extends naturally 
to an isomorphism of L,(Q,._af, p) into L,(T, ZA). 
Now applying Theorem A to n, we identify L,(T, g A) with a band in some 
Li(Q x 9, A@ Z, j @ v), supported by some UE&@ Z (the isomorphism v, 
identifies with the map A - A x S). Then L,(T, %A) identifies with the band 
of U-supported elements of L,(Q x S, J @ C, p 0 v), and in particular the 
Musielak-Orlicz function a, to a Musielak-Orlicz function, again denoted by p, 
defined on U x lR+ .
Extend the Musielak-Orlicz function a, to the whole of Q x S by assigning a 
fixed arbitrary value outside the set U. 
In the case a), X identifies with the U-supported band in the Musielak-Orlicz 
space L,(Q x S, d 0 Z, p @ v) and if x E X is identified with a function .Z E L,, 
we have: 
@X)(U) = S cp(ln(o,s)l, 0,s) dv(s) &(a) 
RXS 
hence for every A E&: 
I @(x)(u) d/Au) = 5 WA . x)(u) 44o) 
A 
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hence: @(x)(o)=JS r@(w,s)), w, S) dv(s) for a.e. o E Q. Now we define R for 
every XE E Due to the “orthogonal completeness” of g with respect o 4 we 
can suppose that p(B) < 00 (if not we decompose .Z= C llq Z with &&) < 00). 
There exists V/E L&2,&, p), rl/> 0 p-a.e. on A, such that y = we x belongs to 
X, and IIyllx< 1. Let y be the corresponding element in L,(U), and set 
x=(l&),y. Wehavej(p(lj@,s)l 
. x). By Fatou property of @, we have that @(x,,) /* Q(x), 
,u-a.e., and as a consequence @(x)(o) = lim, 11 e~,(l~,,(o, s)l, o, s) dv(s) = 
S ~Jl~(o,s)l,c~s) dv(s) (Vu-ae.). 
The proof in the case b) is completely similar, the Fatou property of @ having 
been proven in part 1 of the proof. 
3) Proof of c): If A, B are ,u-finite elements of d, let S: II, tl, . $4~ be a 
lattice isomorphism (i.e. S(xl\y)=S(x)~S(y)), which is also a randomly 
normed space isomorphism, i.e. N(S(x)) =J(N(x)), where J is some lattice 
isomorphism of L&l) onto L,(B). S generates an order-continuous iso- 
morphism 6 of the Boole algebras of band projections P(U, $5~‘) and P(U, E) 
(such that the image of the band projection on the support of any element 
x is &(P,) = P&, and in turn 6 extends to an algebra isomorphism of 
Y(~, &) = &(n(A), A I n(A)) onto $J’(II, EL^) =L,(n(B), L I,&. Moreover if 
A’EJQ, A’CA then 6(n(A’)) E n(d), &(~(FI’)C n(B). We can then apply the 
last part of Theorem A, and obtain that in 2) of the proof above, the U-sup- 
ported band is the whole space. 
3. ULTRAPOWERS OF E(X) 
In this section we are interested in ultrapowers of spaces of the kind E(X), 
where E is some lattice and X some modulared space. But we first give some 
elementary facts about ultrapowers of modulared spaces. 
a. Ultrapowers of modulared spaces 
Proposition 2. If (X, @) is a modulared space, with a convex modular @ veri- 
fying a A2 condition, so are the ultrapowers 8 = X’/%?L More generally 
ni Xi/~ has a structure of modulared space when the Xi’s are equipped with 
convex modulars @i verifying an uniform A2 condition. 
We make use of the following inequality, which says that the modular @ is 
locally Lipschitzian under the d, condition (compare with [DCK], 3.2). 
Lemma 3. If @ is a convex modular satisfying A2 with constant K, then: 
VX,YEX, I@(x)-Q(y)1 5 $IIx-~11 [M=(@(xh @(~))+ll 
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Proof. If x#y set x-y= rh with t= I/g--fll and Q(h) = 1. By convexity of @: 
CD(x) = @(y+rh)r (l-r)@(y)+t@(y+h) 
= @(Y) + r]@(y + A) - Q(Y)1 
But: 
@J(y+h)IK*@ 
Q(Y) + Q(h) K 
2 
=+Y)+ll. 
Exchanging the roles of x and y we obtain the desired inequality. 0 
Proof of Proposition 2. On 8= XI/%, we may define without ambiguity: 
&?) = lim @(xi) for CC = (xi)yCI 
i, * 
(due to Lemma 3, 6(Z) does not depend on the representing family (Xi)iel 
of 2). 
6 is clearly a convex modular on St?, satisfying A2 and it is straightforward 
to see that the associated norm is precisely the ultrapower norm on 2. 0 
Remark. Following [W] (which was interested only in the case of Orlicz 
spaces), Proposition 2 could be extended to the non-convex (even non-locally 
bounded) case. However we do not need this extension in the sequel. 
b. Some basic facts about ultrapowers of E(X), when X is a normed space 
If E is a Kothe function space over (O,d, ,u), and X is a Banach space, then 
E(X) has a structure of &,-module. To “go to ultrapowers”, we need an in- 
trinsic definition of this L, space. It turns out that in this case, identifying a 
function f with the multiplication operator Mf on E defined by f, L,(Q,d, ,a) 
identifies with the center g(E) of the Banach lattice E, i.e. the space of 
operators TEL(E) such that: 
(*) BM< 00, Vf 20 in E, 0s ITf I sM-f 
Normed by 111 TIII = inf {M: ( ) * is verified} E has in general a C(K) space struc- 
ture. In the case of an (abstract) order continuous Banach lattice E, y(E) iden- 
tifies with the Banach algebra generated by the set P(E) of band projections 
of E (which is in turn a L,(Qd, p) space, with A$ = P(E)). 
If E is a Banach lattice with non-trivial concavity (i.e. q-concave for some 
q< 00, see [LT] 1. d. 3 for a definition), then its ultrapowers 8= E’/OZ1 have 
the same concavity and hence are order-continuous. Moreover y(E)‘/@ is 
then a strongly dense subalgebra of g(E). In fact, for every TE $‘(I?) and every 
C? in E there exists SE g(E)‘/% such that TP,=5?Pg, where P,- denotes the 
band projection associated to I?. (The situation is a little more complicated in 
the case where E has no non-trivial concavity but has a structure of K&he func- 
tion space (see [HLR], $3.2) and we avoid to treat this case here). 
To sketch a proof of this fact, note that we can suppose that T is a band 
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projection of 8. Then TP,= Pf, where 7 is some element of I? with 01f”1 P. 
Let P=(e;),‘, f=(J);, and g=P-$=(g;)r. We can suppose that OlAse;, and 
gj = e; -A. We have fl g, hence lim, w J Agi = 0. Setting: 
.$ = (A -A Agi)+ 7 81 = (Sj -J; Agi)+ 7 el =J’+g,! 
then 0 s&‘, 811 e,!, A’ I g1 and P = (ei);, p= (J’):, g = (g,);. Let Pi, resp. Qi be 
the band projection on the support of A’, resp. g;, and P= (Pi),‘, & = (Qi)J. We 
have p/\Q=O, I%s~ @SE, (P+Q)g=P, thus Ft?=x i.e. PP5= TP,. 
The ultrapowers E(X)‘/% are equipped with a structure of y(E)‘/%?& 
module, given by: 
F= (Z&E y”(E)‘/%; p= (~&EE(X)~/& * Ty= (TJ& 
(it is clear that i;f’does not depend on the representing families (q)ieI and 
(&I). 
We define also a norm resolution Aon E(X)‘/% by setting g(f) = (N(J))f,, 
when f’= (A);,[. 
The action of y(E)‘/% on E(X)‘/% extends to g(g). For, if TE g(I?) 
and if SE y(E)‘/% coincides with T on the band generated by N(f), we 
set: Ty= 97. 
c. Case where X is a modulared space 
Theorem 4. Let E be a q-concave Kothe function space; Y a modulared space, 
verifying a A, condition; S2 an ultrafilter on the index set I and set: l? = E I/%!, 
X=E(Y)‘/% We identify y”(8) with a L,@,&fl) space. Then X can be 
equipped with a random modular 6, with values in LO(6,&yrii) such that the 
associated random norm N takes values in l? and coincide with the ultraproduct 
random norm, i.e.: 
N((J)f) = (N($));. 
Moreover 6 satisfies a A,-condition. 
Proof. We represent E as a K&he function space over (Q,&, ,u). We denote 
again by the same letter @ the random modular defined on L,(Y) (associated 
to the modular @ on Y) or its restriction to E(Y). Let (&a) be a maximal family 
of disjoint normalized elements of ,I?+, which we identify with indicator func- 
tions IIA~, A”, E &? Let Ij be the ultrapower random norm on X. 
We define first &(A?) for elements 2:~ X such that H(2) I C. gU (for some (r 
and some C<w). Write @a = (e,i)y,, with e,,i 20, Ilea,ill = 1, e,i E E(X). Choose 
a representing family (x~)~, , of 1 such that N(xj) 5 C. e,; (Vi E I). We set: 
(with the convention that (l/e,,i) =0 outside the support of e,;). Note that 
(l/e,;)x;EE(X) with N((l/e,;)xi)SC; hence ~((l/e,,i)X;)EL,(R,~~)= 
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27(E) with Il@Wea,JxA SK(C)< 03, by the A2 property of @. On the other 
hand if (x~)~~~ is another family representing 8, with ZV(x,‘)<C. e,,i, then: 
where h(C)< 03. (Use Lemma 3 in the modulared space E). Thus (@((l/e,;)Xi))i 
and (@((l/e,i)x,!))i define the same element of I?,. Note that &a satisfies the 
axioms of random modulars and A2 condition with the same constant K as @. 
Now if XE 2 is such that: N(Z) E band&), we set: 
which defines an element of I&&i, ,6). For an arbitrary element 2~ 2, we set: 
Q(2) = c &Jo,& * 2). 
a 
Then 6 is a random (convex) modular on .%, verifying the A2 condition 
(with constant K). To verify e.g. (ECP) we note that if RYE band & and 
and on the other hand for every no: 
v ~;n(n(N(gp+WY~~n~~;N(P)~no% or N(+lo&}(W+ WY)) 
n 
= $(z?)?.& or N:jqzn&,) &W+w_J7 D 0. 
Putting together we obtain: &(qS+ ~9)s @6(x) + u/&(J). 
Now we check the relationship between 6 and N. Let 2 c_A, be 
that eII~~li,rfl(r7)~CII_,r. This means that there exist piEL,(Q,d,,U) 
E s Cpi 5 C, and Ai ~&i, such that: 
ll~ N(2) = (I),, e7i ea, $. 
such 
with 
Then 1~. &f), as an element of L,(d,&ji) = g(x), identifies with 
(fl~,J,,- 1~~ and f,-/ni(~) to (U,4,/V7i)r,I* U,J~. Using this remark and the defini- 
tion of 6, we have: 
= (U,,f?,i)f = IA- 
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The announced relationship follows. 
4. ULTRAPOWERS OF E(L,) 
We specialize now the study of 53 to the case where (X, @) is an usual Orlicz 
space L,(Q’,d’, ,u’), the Orlicz function being convex and verifying a A2 con- 
dition. 
We denote by EV the closure in lRy+ of the set of functions: q~: t - 
(cmt)/v(~)), fi > 0. 
Theorem 5. Let E be a Banach lattice with non-trivial concavity and cp an 
Orlicz function satisfying AZ. Then 8= E(L,)‘/%! identifies (by a random Orlicz 
lattice isomorphism) with a band in a direct integral Jp L,(S,Z, v) dfi(cG), 
where: 
i) ,??=E’/% and its center $$(I?) identifies with L,(a,&Tfi); 
ii) the I,II~ = I+Y( . , co, . ) are partial functions of a Musielak-Orlicz function w 
defined on R, x d x S (and fi @ v-measurable); 
iii) for fi 0 v-a.e. (63,s) E d x S the partial function wo,s = w(. , ~5, s) is in the 
set EV. 
We make first some remarks before proving Theorem 5. 
It is well known that the uniform structures of simple convergence and con- 
vergence on compact sets of [0, 00) agree on EV, and more generally on the 
subset .FK of C(R+) consisting of Orlicz functions cp: lR+ -+ R, satisfying a A2 
condition with constant K and such that ~(1) I 1. Let 6 be a distance on SK 
defining this uniform structure. 
Now if qr, I,V are two Musielak-Orlicz functions on (sZ,& p) we define an 
element 8 of Lo(Q) by s^(p, v)(o) = S(p,, I,v,) for every o E Q. Let us give an 
abstract version of this definition. If A is a commutative C* algebra with 
unit 0 (hence isomorphic to a C(L) space, for some compact L), consider the 
subset g: of C( lR+, A) of A-valued Orlicz functions v, verifying a A, condition 
with constant K and such that q(l) = II. Again simple and compact convergence 
agree on gAK. 
LEMMA. There is a continuous map 6* : @f x @f --f A such that 8(rp. e, w * e) = 
s^(q, J+Y) . e for any idempotent e E A and any V, w E gAK, and that &(u, - I, v/. I) = 
a(@, I+v). 1 for any IJI, I+V E SK. Moreover 6A is unique when A is generated by its 
idempotents. 
PROOF. If A = C(L) we set aA,<~, w)(1) =a(~(. )(l), ty(. )(I)) for every I EL, 
which defines a continuous function of I as rp(t, /) and t,u(t, 1) are continuous w.r. 
to I, for all t E R,. Now as A is generated by its idempotents, for any P, I// E S$ 
and all c>O and t,, . . . . t, E R, we can find I& $V in following form: 
W) = i dt, $>ej, 
j=l 
P(f)= f v(t,l,bq 
j=l 
(where the ej are disjoint idempotent elements of A, with Cj cj = 1, and e.g. 4 is 
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an element of the support of ej), such that for all i=l, . . ..N. Ile$ti)-@(ti)llA<e 
and I/ w(ti) - v(ti)llA <E. We have: 
Vj, ~~(~,~).ej=~~(~.ej,~.ej)=~~(~(‘,lj).ej,W(.,Ij).ej) 
=~~(((4(.,li).n,W(.,lj)‘n)‘ej=6(cO(.,lj),W(.,Ij)).ej 
Unicity of s^ follows. 0 
Note that s^ is in fact uniformly continuous and that if B is a unital sub-C* 
algebra of A which is generated by its idempotents, then 6A 1 gi= JB. Note 
also that if A =L&S,&,,u) then 0, w ~9: can be identified with Musielak- 
Orlicz functions whose partial functions cpw, ww are a.e. elements of $FK; then 
JA(((P, w)(o) =&co,, w,) P-a.e. 
NOW if (cPi)iEI, (Wi)i~l are families of elements of SAK, and A=A’/%, con- 
sider the elements 7, I,? of Z$ defined by: 
vte m,, @Ct) = (Vi(t))i’9 PCt) = (u/i(t))f. 
(It turns out in fact that every element of f: takes this form). If A is unital 
and generated by its idempotents so is A, thus we can define 8~ by the 
preceding lemma. 
LEMMA 7. For each 6, @ES: as above, one has: s^,-(@, )=limi,, aA(Cpi, vi). 
PROOF. It is a simple consequence of the proof of Lemma 6 that JA is uni- 
formly continuous on gAK for the uniform structure of simple convergence of 
on IR,. It follows that Q(@, 4) = lim, q JA,<qi, v/i) is well defined (i.e. depends 
only on $5, I,?), and is itself uniformly continuous. By the proof of the unicity 
part of Lemma 6, it is enough to verify ~($5, t,G) = 8x(@, p) for every @, I+? having 
the form I:=, Ak(t)Ci, where Ak EzF~, k = 1, . . . , n and the $ are idempotents 
of A: this is evident in this case. 0 
PROOF OF THEOREM 5. a) Coming back to the proof of th. 2, we see that xccan 
be equipped with a random modular 6 (with values in E) which is now disjointly 
additive (and verifies A,). Then Kc, the completion of _? for the N&-topology, 
is a random Orlicz lattice and identifies with a band in Jz L,,(S,Z, v)@(G) 
(by th. 1); but, as ,?? is order-continuous, x=(.G&,)g, hence identifies with a 
band in 1:” L,JS,Z; v)dfi(G). 
b) It remains to show that we can choose the I,Y(. , co, s) in EV. The proof of 
the representation theorem for Orlicz lattices (see [HLR], th. 3.17, or [DO]) 
gives a priori only that the ~(a , co, s) are in 86, the closure of the set of func- 
tions t - (@tUA)/$(UA)), where A EA?@X is B@ v-integrable (here 3 is the 
m+-valued modular obtained from 8 by integration); this set is in the closed 
convex hull C, = Co{ t - (v(tA)/(q@))/A > 0), a set generally considerably larger 
than EV. 
Denote by E+(Z) the closure of the set: 
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Then for any A E>& Z, the partial function wcc;;s) belongs to &&I,-) for a.e. 
(6,s) EA. Let now 6 be a distance in C(R+), defining the uniform structure of 
convergence on compact sets; we suppose moreover that the d-balls are convex. 
We show now that for every E >O, each 2ex+ can be split as P= I,“, , fj, a 
finite sum of disjoint elements ~j of z+ such that am is contained in a 6- 
ball of diameter less than E centered in I$,. 
For, we may suppose that N(Z) EL,(Q) and &t2) = (@((t/e;). X;)ei)y,I for 
some element P= (ei)f,f of I?. We have: 
&W) 
( 
@((t/ei)X;) ’ 
-= 
Gqzq 1 @((l/ei)*Xi) icl 
(on Supp(P)), where the left member is an element of L,(a) = g(g) and the 
right one an element of L,(Q)‘/%= 9@‘)‘/%. Now split the compact set Ep 
as uyJE: Et), with diam E:)<E and let (Aj,i)yz, be 
the support of Xi such that the function: 
a measurable partition of 
%,(~.we,(~,,,: t - 
P((t/ei(W)) ’ xi(“v 0’)) 
P((l/ei(~)) * xi(09 a’)) 
is for any (~,a’) ~Aj,i an element of Ey’. 
We set Xj,i=ll,,,,Xi and Xj= (Xj,j>f,I. Define on the support of N(Xj,i) a 
measurable map ax, ,,,,, with values in (C(lR+),@ by: 
@ x,,,/e,ww = @((t/ei)Xj,i>(w) 
@((l/ei)X;,i)(O) 
and note that @x,,,/e,(m) E ~{Y~~,(,,,w,(,) /(O,W’)EAj,j} for a.e. o in the sup- 
port Of N(Xj,i). 
As the &balls are convex, @x,,,e, (co)~Ef) for a.e. UEQ, i.e. ~Y/jEE,i’ 
with Ess sup,,o S(wj, @x,,,,e,(o)) <E. Let 6, be the map defined on Supp(N(Xj)), 
with values in C(lR+) by: 
- _ 
&p)(t) = Z(G). 
J 
For all t, the element &*,(a )(t) of $‘(g) acts on the support of N(Xj) as the 
element h”(t) = (~(txj,i/ei)/~(xj,i/ei)(o))i’ of the C*-algebra A = g(E)‘/%. 
Applying Lemma 7 to the function t ++ K(t) we have 6,r(h; wj) ~ E, hence, con- 
sidering the trace of A on Supp(~j) as a unital sub-C* algebra of g(g), we 
obtain: 
EzJ$@)(6*,~ Vj)=~~~fp~~ 6(6,t,(6)9 Wj). _ _ 
Finally the function 6*,:, t H (~(~j t)/~(~j)) belongs to a{ &,(6)/k E 
SuppN(fj)} hence is in Eu, (I); by the same reasoning, the functions 6.1A.2,, 
A EBB 2 belong to the same set Er). q 
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REMARKS. 1) From theorem 7.24 of [HLR] we would have obtained the 
representation: 2~ jfi. &d/I(&), as sublattice, with each _4, latticially 
finitely representable in L,, hence sublattice of a Musielak-Orlicz space Lwti, 
associated to an &-valued Musielak-Orlicz function. The measurability of the 
map (6, s) - I+u~(.s, . ) would not be so clear. 
2) Suppose E = L,(Q, G& p), where (a, &, P) is an homogeneous measure space: 
f.i. E=L,(R) or E=L,([O, llK) for some cardinal K. Then all bands generated 
by a-finite sets in L, are (isometrically) lattice-isomorphic, hence II,L,,(L,) 
and II,L,(L,) are isomorphic (as lattice r.n.s.) for all o-finite sets A and B. 
This implies easily the analogous property for ultrapowers, hence condition (c) 
of Th. 1 is fulfilled. So in this case LP(LP)‘/% identifies with the whole of a 
space jp LvI,(S, Z, v)dfi(G). 
We will make more precise now the structure of the ultrapowers of E(L,). 
Let EIp,o be the closure of the set of functions {cp,},,,, where p,(t)= 
cp(st)/cp(s), and E %.a the closure of the set {cJI,}~<~<~. We set: 
E P,w = n E,,. E,,, = n E”a 
a>0 .>o 
These two compact sets are not necessarily disjoint, nor from .9= {v)~}~,~. 
Let U be a measurable subset of 0 x _Z which is the support of the band in 
jf” L,Jv)dfi(ti) with which _%=E(L,)‘/%! identifies. 
PROPOSITION 8. There are three measurable subsets V,, V,, V, which form a 
partition of U, such that ~(6, a, - ) = q (resp. E Eq, oo, resp. E E,,,) for a.e. 
(6, a) E V, (resp. E V,, resp. E V,). 
This result is a consequence of the following lemma, which holds more 
generally in the case of ultrapowers 8 of a mixed lattice X= E(F) (with finite 
q-concavity). 
LEMMA 9. Define the following three $@)-submodules of 8: 
lim lim lln{~g,~>A~N(g,)}~iI/ =O>- 
A - m i, Q 
Then B,, B,, B, are three disjoint bands in ?? and: 
X=B,OB,@B,. 
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PROOF. a) B,, B,, B, are clearly $J@)-submodules of x. Let us show that 
they are order ideals in 2. 
If 2 = (g,)fE1 E BL and 01 /is g we may suppose that Vi E I, 0 I his gi . Let 
A>Oandset l$={g;>A*N(gi)}; then:A.Il~.~(gi)<li,:.gilgi, hencetaking 
the random norms of both sides: N(Q K) I l/A. Now for any B> 0 we have: 
fl{,,,,.,(/z,,)hili {g,~A.N(g,)Jg;+B.Q{h,~B.N(h,)}n~:h7(hi) 
but: 
hence: 
lim ll~(h,cB.N(h,)}hill ‘1:: 1/1{g,s,.,(g,))giII + zl,jz I/hill = z 11~11. i. 42 
Letting A + 03 we obtain /id B,. 
Similarly if 0 I g E B, and 0 I 6r g we have for any E, 6 > 0: 
n{,~>dN(h,)}hil%{g,>E~(g,))gi+n(g,<EN(g,); h,>~~(h,))hi 
~n(g,>E~(g,)}gi+Q{N(h,)5(E/S)N(g))hi. 
Hence lim,, w1 II~~~~~~~~~,~~hiIl~(~~~)ll~ll~ and letting E + 0, we obtain FE Bo. 
Finally if OI~E B, and Oz~klg, we have for any E, 6 >O: 
and 
~th,<~N(/q))hi~Q {g,~E/v(g,)}gi+%{g,>EN(g,)}. aN(hi). 
So with &=8” we obtain: 
and similarly for any A, B> 0: 
n{~,~B~N~h,)}hi~u(g,~A~N~g,~}~i+n{g,~~~~~g,~~~,~~~~~~,~Jhi 
~n{,~~~~(,))~i+~{N(h,)<(A/B)N(g,)J~i~ 
hence with A = B’“: 
and we obtain 6~ B,. 
b) As it is clear that B, f7 B, = B. fl B, = B, n B. = {O}, it follows from a) 
that B,, B, and B, are disjoint ideals in 8. 
c) We show now that B, = (B,@ B,)l (hence B, is a band). 
If g = (gi)~, , E Bk, we have: lim, _ a limi, w Iln{lg,l>A.N(g,)}gill =O. For, let a= 
inf,,a II(Ul,g,,,A,N(g,)~gi)f~ll( and suppose a>O. For every no 1, no N, there 
is a U, E 62 such that: 
ie u, * Iln(~~,~~nN(g,)}~il12 5 . 
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We set U, = I and we may suppose that U, + , c U, (Vn E IF\)). As E(L,) is order- 
continuous, we have nnrO U,, =0. Now for iE U,\ U,,, , , we set: Ai= 
{ I g; I > nN(gi)l and fi = I,, I gi I . 
Then f= (A)fCI is clearly in B, and on the other hand, 0 <y<S; hence f= 0; 
but by construction, IIJ’II 2 a/2 > 0, a contradiction. 
Note that (g/limA + o3 lim, 91 1111 ig, 1,A Ncg,j~ gi 11 = 0} is an ideal of ?? (by the 
part a) of the proof) which is clearly disjoint from B,. Hence we obtain a 
characterization of Bi: 
g=(gi>y,,EBi * lim lim IIQ(lg,l>A.N(g,)}giII=o. A-m i,4/ 
Similarly, let us show that: 
g=(gi)i’,r~Bt * limlim ll~{~gi~<~~~g,)~gi/I =O. c-0 i,42 
Again, we have only to prove the direct implication in this equivalence. If it is 
false, we find g= (gi)f,l in Bt with: 
Vn> 1, ~U,E 4Y, such that ie U,, * IIU~ig,li(l,n)N(g,))giII ra>O. 
We set fi=O {Ig,l<(l,+)N(g,)}gi for iEU,,\U,,+i; we have ll.fll~~>% hence we 
may suppose (up to reducing the support of N(A)) that: 
za>O, Vi, Nfi)>Wt%)Q{~(f,)f~~ 
and we obtain: 1x1 <(l/n&N(~). Hence fin Bo, which forces f= 0, a contra- 
diction. Finally we have B, = Bt n Bi = (B, + B,)*, q.e.d. 
d) Now we prove that B,’ = B, @ B,: hence B. @ B, is a band, and using the 
existence of band projections in 8 we see that g=B,@B,@B, and that B. 
and B, are also bands in r?. 
If g=(gi)J,I~B,I, fix E, A>0 and set hi=Q(E~(g,)c~g,~~~.~(g,))gi. We have: 
(hiI 2~N~~i~Q{h,~O]L~N~hi~Q{~,~O}~ 
On the other hand, for every B>O: 
((h;JrB.N(hi)}C{lhiJrB.N(hi)}n{IhiI~A.N(gi)} 
hence: 
Hence DEB,; as 1515 JSJ EBB we deduce L=O. Thus: 
Ve>O, VA<=, l,~~n{a.N(g,)~Ig,l~A.~(~,)}gi=O. 
Writing 8 = g’+ g”, with g1= 11 lg, 1 H(~,)J g; and s;’ = I{ lg, 1 >Ncg,)} gi we obtain 
~‘EB, and ~“EB,. 0 
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REMARK 10. It is easy to see that B, can also be described as the subspace of 
x generated by the elements (vi @ Us;);, I, where cpi E E, B,! E &’ verify the con- 
ditions: 
(a) s,uf IIVlilIE<~ and (p) supp’(BI)< 03. 
iEI 
We call V,, V,, V, the supports of the bands B,, B,, B,. 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 8. a) Let be JE B, with N(y) E band(@), P being one 
of the indicator function used to define the random modular in 8 (see the proof 
of th. 3). For any A < 00, &>O, we have: 
Il(~{~f,~5A.e,) ..h>fII 5 IlO {~./~c(A/&)N(~)) .J;.>i’II + lK~{N(f,)<Ee,J *fin.
In the right member the first term is zero by definition of B,; the second one 
is less than e 1 )le^ll. Hence: 
/l~{~~~5.4.e,) *fi)fGlll =O, 
Recall that, on the support of P: 
Coming back to the proof of th. 3 we obtain that for a.e. (3 E Supp(P) and a.e. 
o E S such that (6, a) E V,, we have: y/(3, a, - ) E Eq,*. As this is true for all 
A<a, we obtain w(G,,a, .)EE~,~. 
b) Similarly we prove that ~(6, a, ) E E,,. for a.e. (6, a) E I$. 
c) To define v/ on V,, we may suppose by Remark 10 that we work with 
a maximal disjoint system in B, of the form T& = (e~~,~ OQ,J,, with 
sUpi~l~(U~,Bi)<o3. In this case we have for any PEP(X) and t>O: 
et* Pfa,p) 
Q(Pfa,,) = 4m 
hence ~(6, a, t) = p(t) for a.e. (6, a) E V, and t>O. q 
The following consequence is straightforward: 
COROLLARY 11. Suppose that the Orlicz function a, has regular variation at 
0 and m, i.e. there exists 1 sp, q < m such that: 
Vt>O, lim ‘Ut) -= P and ll_ll z=tq. 
A-0 VU) 
Then there exist measure spaces (a, J: fi) and (S, Z, ,u) and three disjoint measur- 
able subsets V,, VO, V, of d xl;, such that _!?= E’/% identifies with a Kijthe 
function space over (6, &T ,C), and E(L,)‘/% identifies with: II v,. &L,(v)) 0 
Q v,J%L,(v))O~ “_,N&)). 
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REMARK 12. Suppose in particular that 1 ~qcp< oo and set: 
r 
P if 05t51, 
Pp.,,(t)= p 
1 
-tq+1-p if t>l. 
Q 4 
Then LVg4 is latticially isomorphic to L,+ L,, the sum of the two Banach 
spaces Ld,L, considered as subspaces of Lo(Q), and equipped with the usual 
norm Ilfll~p+~~- - inf, + h =f( 11 g II,, + lIh llq). Corollary 11 provides then an iso- 
morphic description of the ultrapowers E(Lr + L,)‘/%. In fact it is possible to 
make this description isometric and to prove (with the preceding notations): 
(%$I + L,))‘/% = 1 v,’ B(L, + L,)(v) @I v,&L,(v)) 0 1 ,J%&)). 
COROLLARY 13. Suppose now that E=L,(Q,J,p),, the measure algebra .&‘P 
being homogeneous (of infinite order). Then for any Orlicz function a, (verify- 
ing A,) we have the following representation for ultrapowers of L,(L,): 
L,(L,)‘/@ = L,(fi; L,(v,)) 0 7 L,$v&m3 0 1 L,$(Qm5) 
si 
relative to suitable measure spaces (S,, &,, v,), (So, &, v,), (S,, Z,, v,). In par- 
ticular, when a, has regular variation at 0 and 03 (like in corollary 11) we obtain: 
L,(L,)‘/@=L,(fi; L,(v,))OL,(fi; L,(v,))OL,(Q:; L&W)). 
PROOF. Let B,, B,, B, be the bands in G? defined by Lemma 9, and, as 
before, LW(s=i,&: 8) = $@). Then for any integrable sets &A’EA?, the ran- 
dom Orlicz spaces 1~. B,, 1,~. B,, liA* B, are respectively isomorphic to the 
spaces llA,. B,, OATa B,, OA,aB, (by a lattice isomorphism which preserves the 
random norms). Now apply part (c) of the Representation Theorem (th. 1) to 
each R.O.L. B,, B,, B,. q 
REMARK. We can of course derive analogous results in the case of E(L,)t/& 
when L, is now a Musielak-Orlicz space. We leave the details to the reader. 
5. FINALREMARKSONEXTENSIONTORANDOMLYMODULAREDSPACES 
Here we sketch briefly some possible extensions of the preceding results to 
general modular spaces and to “modular amalgams of modulared spaces”. 
a) Ultrapo wers of E(X) when (X, CD) is a modulared spaces 
By Theorem 4 such ultrapowers are randomly modulared spaces over ,!?, 
ultrapower of E. We use then the following representation result, which is 
nothing but a slight modification of the representation theorem for randomIy 
normed spaces stated in [HLR] (th. 6.5), convenient for the present setting. 
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PROPOSITION 14. Let (R, @) be a randomly modulared space over (Sz, 4 u), 
where @ satisfies a local A2 condition (with function y). There exist: an &- 
measurable partition (a,), of Q; and for each o a vector subspace E, of 
2&:=no,. R and a measurable family (@E),,o of modulars on Q, (verifying 
a A2 condition with constant y(o)) such that: 
a) for every XE~, and a.e. WEQ, @J(X)(O) = Q,(x) 
b) the closed L,(u)-submodule generated by &a equals 2Za. 
By “measurable family (~0~)~ of modulars on &” we mean that for every 
e E CF the map w - QP,(e) is measurable. We say that K has a “direct integral 
structure” and write: 
where X, is the completion of G, for the norm associated to the modular @z 
(when o E !SU) and Qw is the X,-extension of @z. 
Now we can state the representation theorem for E(X)‘/@, X a modulared 
space: the improvement on the corresponding result for ultrapowers of Banach 
spaces ([HLR], th. 6.9) is that the usual notion of finite representability of 
normed spaces is replaced by a stronger one, which is natural for modulared 
spaces. 
We say that the modulared space (X, @) is finitely representable in the 
modulared space (Y, !P) if for every finite dimensional subspace F of X, every 
bounded subset B of F and every E > 0 there exists a linear isomorphism T from 
F into Y such that: 
VxeB, (1 --E)@(X)< Y(Tx)<(l +E)@(x). 
PROPOSITION 15. Let (X, @) be a (complete) modulared space (verifying a 
AZ-condition); E a Banach lattice with some finite q-concavity, 42 an ultrafilter 
on some set I. Consider the ultrapo wer E= Et/% as a Kothe function space 
over a measure space (a,&: fi). There exists a measurable family of modulared 
Banach spaces (X6, @ti)tiE~ such that: 
(i) E(X)‘/% identifies (as randomly modulared space) with SfE X,dfi(cG) 
(ii) each (X,, GG) is finitely representable (as modulared space) in (X, @). 
The proof is close to that of [HLR], th. 6.9. 
b) Modular amalgams of modulared spaces 
We end with some remarks about another kind of vector valued function 
spaces, with values in a modulared space. 
If (X, @) is a modulared space, we define LCx,G,(Q,&~) as the norm com- 
pletion of the space P@X of X-valued simple functions, equipped with the 
modular : 
@f) = 5 @(f (w))du(o). 
R 
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Such space where studied in particular in [T], where they called “Fenchel- 
Orlicz spaces”. 
When (X, @) is itself an Orlicz space {,(S,Z, v), (u, verifying A,), then Lo., 
is simply the Orlicz space L,(Q x S,d@ 2, ,u 63 v). 
L(,, @) is clearly equipped with a structure of L,(Q,&, &-module and with a 
random modular with values in L:(Q), defined by: 
@(f)(a) := @(f(o)) 
which satisfies moreover 6(f) = J @(f)d,~. We will say that the map @ : Lcx,@) + 
L: is a “modular resolution” of 8. This observation allows to describe ultra- 
powers of LCx,@) as modular spaces equipped with a modular resolution. This 
is a consequence of the following: 
LEMMA 16. Suppose that (X, @) satisfies a A2 condition. Then the map 
f - Q(f), LCX,@)-+L, ’ is locally lipschitzian. 
PROOF. Suppose J g E L(x, 0) with Ijfll, )]gl/ 5 C. We set: A = {o E Q/@(f)(o)> 
@(g)(o)} and: h, = II,. f+ llAC. g, h2 = OACf+ II,g. Then: @(h,) - @(h2) = 
I@(f)-@(g)I, @(h,-h,)=@(f-g) and IP-hII =llf-41. Thus: 
j l@(f)- @k)Idp= S (W,)- @(h,))d~= @h,)- @h,) 
R R 
where K is the A, constant of @, hence of 6. 0 
As a consequence, we obtain the following representation result (we omit the 
details of the proof): 
THEOREM 17. Let (X, @) be a modulared space (verifying a A2 condition) 
and (S&.xt,,u) a measure space. Then on any ultrapower P= (LOO,)‘/%, the 
ultrapower modular 6 has a modular resolution over t: = L~(Q,&u)‘/%! 
given by the ultrapower map 6: P+L:, (y;)T,t- (@(y;))y,t. Moreover P 
identifies with a direct integral amalgam L(,. @,-) w, w IWE d of a measurable family 
(X,, @s)oC 0, with the modular given by: 
each (X,, @&) being finitely representable in (X, @) (as modulared space). 
To be precise, there is a measurable decomposition 6= U, fia, and for 
each a a vector space 8, , a measurable family of convex modulars (LP~)~~Q 
on ga, such that P identifies with the completion of C, Y@&, (the space 
of simple &,-valued functions) for the norm associated to the modular 
C, 10, @,(f(cG))dfi(cG). Spaces of this kind were introduced and studied in 
WI. 
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